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The latest GDP estimates expectedly show that national output rebounded in Q1 of the current fiscal from 

the record contraction in April-June 2020, when the pandemic’s onset and the lockdown gutted the economy. 

National Statistical Office data show GDP expanded 20.1% from a year earlier, as every one of the eight industries 

spanning the broad agriculture, manufacturing and services categories posted positive growth. And gross value 

added, which aggregates output from all the eight sectors, grew by 18.8%. The numbers, however, show a 

different picture when compared with either the preceding quarter or the pre-pandemic first quarter of fiscal 

2019-20. GDP at constant prices was estimated at ₹32.38-lakh crore, a 16.9% contraction from January-March’s 

₹38.96-lakh crore and more than 9% shy of the ₹35.66-lakh crore in April-June 2019. That the second COVID-19 

wave extracted a significant toll is evident. With the exceptions of electricity and other utility services and the non-

contact intensive services grouping of financial, real estate and professional services, all other six industries posted 

double-digit quarter-on-quarter contractions. On the expenditures front, private consumption spending flattered 

to deceive, posting year-on-year growth of 19.3% but still shrinking by 17.4% from the preceding three months. 

And most disconcertingly, government consumption expenditure, which has invariably in the past helped shore up 

the economy, contracted 4.8% from a year earlier and 7.6% from the previous quarter. 

Looking ahead rather than in the rear-view mirror, there have been signs of some traction in the current 

quarter as most States have gradually eased their localised second wave restrictions. Exports have been one of the 

bright spots as the U.S. and other western economies have ramped up vaccinations and posted economic 

recoveries that have underpinned demand for goods and services from India. And manufacturing has surged 

almost 50% year-on-year to be just under ₹24,000 crore short of the April-June 2019 output level. A fact borne out 

by the Manufacturing Purchasing Managers’ Index from IHS Markit, whose August release shows the sector 

experienced a second straight month of increase in production, albeit at a slower pace than July. Still, the same 

PMI survey also points to the challenges ahead. Rising raw material costs have been forcing manufacturers to 

either absorb the impact or raise prices, as several automakers have done, risking the prospect of dampening the 

already tenuous demand. And lingering uncertainty has led companies to yet again freeze hiring, according to IHS 

Markit. With monsoon rains in deficit, agricultural output and wider rural consumption also face a likely downturn. 

Policy makers must remain laser focused on expediting vaccination coverage and taking fiscal measures to ensure 

overall consumption demand does not weaken any further. 

 

 fleeting (adjective) – brief, transient, short-lived, 

short, momentary, sudden. 

 Gross domestic product (GDP) (noun) – a measure 

of economic activity in a country. It is the total 

value of a country’s annual output of goods and 

services. 

 consumption demand (noun) – the demand for 

goods and services by individuals and households in 

the economy. 

 fiscal (adjective) – financial. 

 measure (noun) – action, step, procedure. 

 rebound (verb) – recover, rally, pick up (from 

decline). 

 fiscal (noun) – financial year. 

 contraction (noun) – In economics, it refers to a 

decline in national output as measured by gross 

domestic product; economic decline (recession). 

 onset (noun) – start, beginning, arrival. 

 gut (verb) – ruin, devastate, destroy, wreck, 

demolish, wipe out. 

 National Statistical Office (NSO) (noun) – The 

Ministry of Statistics and the Department of 

Programme Implementation has two wings, one 

relating to Statistics and the other Programme 

Implementation. The Statistics Wing called the 

National Statistical Office (NSO) gives considerable 

importance to coverage and quality aspects of 

statistics released in the country. The statistics 

released are based on administrative sources, 

surveys and censuses conducted by the Center and 

State Governments and non-official sources and 

studies. 

 core sector/industries (noun) – the eight industries 

comprising electricity, steel, refinery products, 

crude oil, coal, cement, natural gas and fertilizers 

are classified as core sector industries. 

 gross value added (GVA) (noun) – it is a measure of 

total output and income in the economy. It 

provides the rupee value for the amount of goods 

and services produced in an economy after 

deducting the cost of inputs and raw materials that 

have gone into the production of those goods and 

services. It also gives a sector-specific picture like 

what is the growth in an area, industry, or sector of 

an economy. On the other hand, GDP or gross 

domestic product is a measure of economic activity 

in a country. It is the total value of a country’s 

annual output of goods and services.  
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 span (verb) – extend over, stretch across, spread 

over, range over. 

 aggregate (verb) – combine, consolidate, merge. 

 picture (noun) – impression, view/idea, notion.   

 preceding (adjective) – previous, prior, earlier. 

 quarter (noun) – a period of three months 

(considered as one-fourth of a (financial) year). 

 pre-pandemic (noun) – before the pandemic. 

 shy of (adjective) – less than; short of. 

 extract (verb) – take out by force; wrest, exact, 

force. 

 toll (noun) – adverse effect, undesirable 

consequence; damage, suffering, loss. 

 take its toll (phrase) – have a serious/adverse 

effect on someone/something; cause damage to 

someone/something; cause suffering. 

 utility (noun) – an organization (supplying water, 

gas, power & etc.). 

 contact intensive (adjective) – relating to the 

industries/sectors that have an average physical 

proximity index over 60. E.g. hospitality, travel, 

beauty and wellness, aviation etc. (Physical 

proximity index quantifies/measures the extent to 

which different occupations require physical 

proximity for work to be carried out). 

 non-contact intensive (adjective) – relating to the 

industries/sectors that have an average physical 

proximity index below 60. E.g. financial, real estate 

and professional services  etc. (Physical proximity 

index quantifies/measures the extent to which 

different occupations require physical proximity for 

work to be carried out). 

 quarter-on-quarter (adjective) – quarter over 

quarter (for comparison). 

 front (noun) – a particular situation. 

 private consumption or consumption 

expenditure/spending (noun) – the spending by 

households (consumers) on goods and services, 

excluding new housing. 

 flatter to deceive (phrase) – to appear better than 

it really is; (someone/something) looks promising 

(likely to be very good or successful), but 

disappoints eventually. 

 year-on-year (adjective) – year over year (for 

comparison). 

 shrink (verb) – lessen, reduce, decrease. 

 disconcertingly (adverb) – unsettlingly, disturbingly, 

worryingly. 

 public expenditure/spending or government 

expenditure/spending (noun) – money spent by 

the government. 

 invariably (adverb) – always, every time, each time. 

 shore up (phrasal verb) – support, help, assist 

(financially); strengthen, fortify, buttress. 

 contract (verb) – decline, decrease, diminish, 

reduce. 

 look ahead (phrasal verb) – to think about what will 

happen in the future. 

 rather than (phrase) – instead of. 

 rear-view mirror-gazing (adjective/phrase) – 

(figuratively) relating to a person who is (always) 

thinking/talking about the past. 

 traction (noun) – popularity, acceptance; purchase, 

grip. 

 ease (verb) – lessen, reduce, decrease (the 

restrictions). 

 bright spot (noun) – something that is good (in a 

bad situation).  

 ramp up (phrasal verb) – increase (in amount or 

number). 

 vaccination (noun) – treatment with a vaccine to 

protect against a particular disease; immunization. 

 underpin (verb) – support, strengthen, reinforce, 

fortify. 

 surge (verb) – rise or increase suddenly. 

 short of (phrase) – less than. 

 borne out past participle of bear out (phrasal verb) 

– confirm, validate, vindicate, justify/support (a 

claim/fact). 

 Purchasing Managers’ Index (PMI) (noun) – 

Purchasing Managers Index (PMI) is a monthly 

business survey data provided by IHS Markit. The 

monthly data are derived from surveys of senior 

executives at private sector companies. PMI data is 

used for accurate and timely insight into the health 

of a particular economy. The PMI data are used by 

financial and corporate professionals to better 

understand where economies and markets are 

headed, and to uncover opportunities. 

 index (noun) – an (economic) data figure reflecting 

something (e.g. price/quantity) compared with a 

standard or base value; pointer, indicator. 

 IHS Markit (noun) – it is a global leader in 

information, analytics and solutions for the major 

industries and markets that drive economies 

worldwide. It partners with clients in business, 

finance and government to help them see the big 

picture with unrivaled insights that lead to well-

informed, confident decisions. 

 albeit (conjunction) – though, even though, 

however. 

 point to (verb) – indicate, suggest, denote. 

 prospect (noun) – chance, possibility. 

 dampen (verb) – decrease, diminish/lessen, reduce. 
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 tenuous (adjective) – slight, insubstantial, 

negligible, weak/shaky; doubtful, dubious, 

questionable, vague, unspecific, indefinite. 

 lingering (adjective) – continuing, remaining, long-

lasting, unabating, prolonged, persistent. 

 uncertainty (noun) – unpredictability, unreliability, 

riskiness, unsureness, indecision. 

 lead to (verb) – result in, cause, bring on. 

 freeze (verb) – stop.  

 deficit (noun) – shortfall, deficiency, shortage. 

 downturn (noun) – (economic) decline, setback, 

blow; recession, depression, slump, slowdown. 

 laser-focused (adjective) – giving 100% attention. 

 expedite (verb) – speed up, accelerate, step up, 

quicken. 

********************************************************************************************* 

The latest GDP estimates expectedly show that national output rebounded in Q1 of the current fiscal from 

the record contraction in April-June 2020, when the pandemic’s onset and the lockdown gutted the economy. 

National Statistical Office data show GDP expanded 20.1% from a year earlier, as every one of the eight industries 

spanning the broad agriculture, manufacturing and services categories posted positive growth. And gross value 

added, which aggregates output from all the eight sectors, grew by 18.8%. The numbers, however, show a 

different picture when compared with either the preceding quarter or the pre-pandemic first quarter of fiscal 

2019-20. GDP at constant prices was estimated at Rs. 32.38-lakh crore, a 16.9% contraction from January-March’s 

Rs. 38.96-lakh crore and more than 9% shy of the Rs. 35.66-lakh crore in April-June 2019. That the second COVID-

19 wave extracted a significant toll is evident. With the exceptions of electricity and other utility services and the 

non-contact intensive services grouping of financial, real estate and professional services, all other six industries 

posted double-digit quarter-on-quarter contractions. On the expenditures front, private consumption spending 

flattered to deceive, posting year-on-year growth of 19.3% but still shrinking by 17.4% from the preceding three 

months. And most disconcertingly, government consumption expenditure, which has invariably in the past helped 

shore up the economy, contracted 4.8% from a year earlier and 7.6% from the previous quarter. 

Looking ahead rather than in the rear-view mirror, there have been signs of some traction in the current 

quarter as most States have gradually eased their localised second wave restrictions. Exports have been one of the 

bright spots as the U.S. and other western economies have ramped up vaccinations and posted economic 

recoveries that have underpinned demand for goods and services from India. And manufacturing has surged 

almost 50% year-on-year to be just under Rs. 24,000 crore short of the April-June 2019 output level. A fact borne 

out by the Manufacturing Purchasing Managers’ Index from IHS Markit, whose August release shows the sector 

experienced a second straight month of increase in production, albeit at a slower pace than July. Still, the same 

PMI survey also points to the challenges ahead. Rising raw material costs have been forcing manufacturers to 

either absorb the impact or raise prices, as several automakers have done, risking the prospect of dampening the 

already tenuous demand. And lingering uncertainty has led companies to yet again freeze hiring, according to IHS 

Markit. With monsoon rains in deficit, agricultural output and wider rural consumption also face a likely downturn. 

Policy makers must remain laser focused on expediting vaccination coverage and taking fiscal measures to ensure 

overall consumption demand does not weaken any further. 

 

 bona fide (adjective) – legitimate, legal, genuine, 

real, authentic. 

 weed out (phrasal verb) – eliminate, remove, get 

rid of. 

 well-intentioned (adjective) – well-meaning; good-

natured, caring. 

 come close (phrase) – achieve or do something 

practically. 

 legislation (noun) – body of laws, acts, rules, 

regulations, statutes. 

 amount to (verb) – constitute, comprise, represent. 

 be clothe with (verb) – provide, furnish, confer. 

 seek (verb) – try, aim, attempt. 

 address (verb) – tackle, deal with, attend to, try to 

sort out. 

 dubious (noun) – suspicious, questionable, 

doubtful, untrustworthy. 

 in fact (phrase) – actually, really, in reality. 

 directive (noun) – ruling, order, regulation, fiat, 

diktat. 

 constitute (verb) – amount to, comprise, account 

for, represent. 

 Division Bench (noun) – a term in judicial system in 

India in which a case is heard and judged by at least 

2 judges. (whereas a Constitution Bench is a bench 

of the Supreme Court having five or more judges on 

it. These benches are not a routine phenomenon.  

Constitution Benches are exceptions, set up only if 

some circumstances exist). 
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 remedy (noun) – solution, answer, 

antidote/panacea. 

 malady (noun) – a serious problem. 

 highlight (verb) – underline, underscore, 

emphasize. 

 bench (noun) – a court of law with a number of 

judges. 

 far-reaching (adjective) – sweeping, overarching, 

extensive, profound, comprehensive. 

 measure (noun) – action, step, procedure. 

 dispose of (verb) – throw out, get rid of, do away 

with, discard, jettison. 

 public interest litigation (PIL) (noun) – legal action 

initiated in a court of law for the enforcement or 

protection of public interest. 

 at hand (phrase) – close by, nearby, within reach; at 

one’s disposal. 

 initiate (verb) – file (a case). 

 allegation (noun) – charge, accusation, indictment. 

 in accordance with (phrase) – in agreement with, in 

conformity with, in line with, in compliance with. 

 suspicion (noun) – misgiving, doubt/qualm, 

distrust, scepticism. 

 credentials (noun) – identities, qualities; 

achievement, experience, knowledge. 

 imposter (noun) – fraudster, masquerader, 

pretender, deceiver. 

 masquerade (verb) – pretend, impersonate, 

disguise (oneself as). 

 enrichment (noun) – the method of making 

wealthy. 

 remedial (adjective) – corrective, restorative, 

reparative. 

 run (verb) – operate, function, work. 

 obscure (noun) – unknown, unheard of, 

undistinguished, insignificant, unimportant. 

 journal (noun) – publication, magazine, newspaper. 

 devote (verb) – allocate, assign, allot, give (ones 

time). 

 wangle (verb) – acquire, obtain, grab  (by clever 

manipulation/tactic/trick). 

 front (noun) – a person as a cover for illegal 

activities.  

 vested interest (noun) – a personal interest in 

something to get a benefit. 

 broadly (adverb) – generally, usually, commonly. 

 regulate (verb) – control, oversee, administer 

something (by using rules and regulations). 

 identity (noun) – individuality, character, 

originality. 

 accreditation (noun) – it means recognition of news 

media representatives by the Government of India 

for purpose of access to sources of information in 

the Government and also to news materials, 

written or pictorial, released by the Press 

Information Bureau and/or other agencies of the 

Government of India. 

 besides (preposition/linking adverb) – in addition 

to, as well, apart from. 

 watchdog (noun) – a person or organization that 

monitors/inspects/supervises others’ 
activities/conducts.  inspector/supervisor, observer, 

ombudsman. 

 substantive (adjective) – important, significant, 

considerable. 

 enforcement (noun) – imposition, implementation, 

execution. 

 accredit (verb) – license, authorize, approve. 

 entitlement (noun) – allowance, allocation, 

allotment, grant. 

 welfare (noun) – social security, government/state 

benefit, public assistance. 

 statutory (adjective) – legitimate; required by 

statute. 

 framework (noun) – structure, system organization. 

 executive (adjective) – relating to the executive 

branch of government. 

 executive order (noun) – an indisputable/ 

unquestionable order issued by the government (or 

by the president). 

 zealously (adverb) – fervently, ardently, 

purposefully, intensely, single-mindedly.  

 end up (phrasal verb) – come/appear, find oneself 

(to a particular course of action in the end). 

 Concurrent List or List III (noun) – the list which 

includes the power to be considered by both the 

union and state government (as given in the 

Seventh Schedule to the Constitution of India). 

 State List or List II (noun) – it includes subjects that 

give powers to the state governments. (as given in 

the Seventh Schedule to the Constitution of India, 

the legislative section is divided into three lists: the 

Union List, State List and Concurrent List). 

 Union List or List III (noun) – it includes subjects 

that give powers to the union government. (as 

given in the Seventh Schedule to the Constitution of 

India, the legislative section is divided into three 

lists: the Union List, State List and Concurrent List). 

 encompass (verb) – include, incorporate, comprise, 

take in. 

 weigh (verb) – consider, think about, contemplate, 

deliberate about, reflect on. 
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